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Freight company on Funen are expanding with acquisition in the capital
ODENSE: The young freight and logistics company YOYO Global Freight in Odense, who have
won a Gazelle five years in a row, have just taken over Trans-Air Denmark A/S in Copenhagen
YOYO Global Freight, who less than ten years ago was founded in a basement in Odense, are experiencing
solid growth and have therefore been honoured with a Gazelle five years in a row. Now the company is
expanding again by taking over Trans-Air Denmark A/S, situated in Copenhagen.
- For some time now, we have been looking to expand our market share on Zealand, and therefore the
takeover of Trans-Air is a logical venture. They are strong in airfreight as well as seafreight, says Kasper
Andersen, who, together with his co-owner, Launy S. Kristensen, has run YOYO Global Freight through all
the years.
From Stavanger to New York
The takeover means that YOYO Global Freight now – besides the head office in Odense – have branches in
both Aalborg and Copenhagen. Furthermore, in recent years they have established offices in Stavanger in
Norway and New York in the US. Kasper Andersen admits that the growth has been stronger than expected,
but he offers an explanation himself.
- We are acting in a market with very large players, and especially for small and medium-sized enterprises it
can be difficult to find your own place within the big shipping companies’ solutions. But we have succeeded
in creating a concept with custom-tailored solutions, says Kasper Andersen.
With the newest company takeover, YOYO Global Freight will reach 50 employees, and in the Funen
company they are very aware of the danger of forgetting your core values in the process of growth.
- The customers are choosing us because we are flexible and close to them. It has always been our goal that
they should not end up being just one out of many. Therefore, it is extremely important that, while we are
growing, we keep insisting on the fact that the connection to our customers is the foundation of our
company, says Kasper Andersen.
Facts about YOYO Global Freight:
The freight and logistics company YOYO Global Freight was founded in Odense in 2009, and today they
have 50 employees divided among the head office in Odense as well as branches in Aalborg, Copenhagen,
Stavanger in Norway and New York in the US. The company offers forwarding solutions with courier
service, airfreight, seafreight, roadfreight and logistics and warehousing solutions. Included in the takeover
of Trans-Air Denmark A/S are the current eight employees, while the current CEO in the Copenhagen
company, Henrik Nielsen, will function as adviser for an extended period until his planned retirement.
Read more at: https://www.yoyoglobal.com/da/
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